Leibniz algebras have been increasingly used in gauging procedures in supergravity. Their relationship with L ∞ -algebras and tensor hierarchies have been explored in [7, 25] . This paper is devoted to showing that a Leibniz algebra gives rise to a non-positively graded L ∞ -algebra. We call such an L ∞ -algebra an L ∞ -extension of the Leibniz algebra and show that this construction is functorial. We will also use the opportunity of building this functor to provide a more clear and straightforward construction of the differential graded Lie algebra structure equipping the tensor hierarchy, previously presented in [24] . We do not claim that the L ∞ -algebra thus obtained from a Leibniz algebra should be the 'correct' one, that physicists should use in their models, though many of them do. However, we stress that a canonical and functorial construction exists, hence justifying that there is room for well-defined Leibniz gauge theories.
Introduction
L ∞ -structures have gradually become a part of the 'standard tool kit' in gauge field theory. At first, most results involved technical details of special cases in string field theory and conformal field theory. In the past few years, these higher structures emerged in gauging procedures in supergravity, bringing again much interest on this topic from physicists.
Supergravity models usually involve a Lie algebra of symmetries g, of which only a sub-algebra h is promoted to become a gauge algebra. To preserve the symmetries manifest, physicists stick to a formulation of the theory that involves the bigger Lie algebra g. One of the consequences is that the gauge theory needs the addition of several fields of higher form degree-and their associated field strengths, leading to what physicists call a tensor hierarchy [12, 11, 13] . Mathematically it is a (possibly infinite) tower of g-modules -that by convention physicists take to be positively graded -such that the space at degree k > 0 depends exclusively of the spaces of lower degree. These spaces contain the redundant information carried by the fields of higher degree, and are necessary to preserve the covariance of the theory.
It has been shown in a specific model [26, 32] that a tensor hierarchy could give rise to a L ∞ -algebra, whose brackets are related to the field strengths of the model. The emergence of such L ∞ -algebra structures is a manifestation that the theory involves higher gauge fields. L ∞ -algebra structures in supergravity theories have been investigated by physicists for some years, from various points of view [20, 9, 8] . On the mathematical side, another approach to tensor hierarchies has been recently explored : that of Leibniz algebras [22, 24, 7] . A Leibniz algebra is a vector space V equipped with a bilinear product • which is a derivation of itself, i.e. the Leibniz rule, hence the denomination 1 [29] :
In particular, Lie algebras are Leibniz algebras where the Leibniz product is fully skew-symmetric. The construction of tensor hierarchies relies on the existence of embedding tensors. If g is a Lie algebra and if V is a g-module, an embedding tensor is a map Θ : V → g satisfying some consistency conditions -called the linear and quadratic constraints, respectively -that are characteristic of gauging procedures in supergravity. The quadratic constraint implies that h ≡ Im(Θ) is a sub-Lie algebra of g, whereas the linear constraint requires that the Leibniz product • is generated by the action of h on V . It has been proved that a Leibniz algebra structure on a g-module V , together with an embedding tensor, gives rise canonically to a tensor hierarchy, that can in turn be equipped with a canonical differential graded Lie algebra structure [24] . This dgLa structure might coincide with the dgLa defined from Borcherds algebras in [33] . Moreover, this dgLa canonically induces the L ∞ -algebra structure that has been shown to equip the (shifted) underlying graded vector space of the tensor hierarchy [7, 25] .
This relationship between Leibniz algebras and tensor hierarchies opens the possibility of defining Leibniz gauge theories, in which the algebra of gauge parameters is no longer a Lie algebra but a Leibniz algebra [7] . More precisely, assume that some physical model involves fields φ i and allows gauge transformations δ ǫ φ i , leaving the action S[φ i ] invariant. The infinitesimal parameter ǫ is an element of a vector space V which a priori has no additional algebraic structure. Then, under the action of two gauge transformations with infinitesimal parameters ǫ, ǫ ′ , the fact that the action is gauge invariant implies that the commutator of δ ǫ and δ ǫ ′ is again a gauge transformation, for some infinitesimal parameter of V that we decide to write ǫ • ǫ ′ :
where [ . , . ] is the Lie bracket of derivations on the space of fields.
Since δ can be seen as a linear map from V to the endomorphisms of the space of fields, sending an infinitesimal parameter to its associated gauge transformation, bilinearity of the left hand side of Equation ( 2) with respect to the parameters ǫ and ǫ ′ implies that the right hand side is bilinear with respect to the two gauge parameters as well. Thus, one could assume that the assigment (ǫ, ǫ ′ ) → ǫ • ǫ ′ defines a bilinear map on V ⊗ V . Usually at this point, physicists observe that the left hand side of Equation ( 2) is fully skewsymmetric with respect to the gauge parameters, and then, that the product • might be fully skew-symmetric as well. Following [7] , we rather chose to allow for more flexibility and assume that although the right hand side of Equation ( 2) should be skew-symmetric with respect to ǫ and ǫ ′ as well, the product • needs not be skew-symmetric itself. Rather, one could merely assume that the symmetric part of the bilinear product • does not act non trivially through the gauge transformation:
where the bracket { . , . } symbolizes the symmetric part of the bilinear product •.
Since gauge transformations form a Lie subalgebra of derivations on the space of fields, the Lie bracket on the left-hand side of Equation ( 2) should satisfy the Jacobi identity, which translates on the right-hand side as:
At this point, physicists, if they assumed that the product • was fully skew-symmetric, now assume that it should satisfy the Jacobi identity, so that Equation (4) is satisfied. This choice turns the space of infinitesimal parameters V into a Lie algebra. However, notice that this condition may be too stringent: if, on the contrary, one picks the condition that the bilinear product • has no particular symmetry, then the fact that the left hand side of Equation (4) is fully skew-symmetric with respect to the parameters ǫ, η, λ implies that the right-hand side actually reads: δ [ǫ, [η,λ] ]+[η, [λ,ǫ] ]+[λ,[ǫ,η]] = 0 (5) where the bracket symbolizes the skew-symmetric part of the bilinear product •. In particular, this implies that necessarily, the Jacobiator [ǫ, [η, λ] ] + [η, [λ, ǫ] ] + [λ, [ǫ, η] ] sits in the kernel of δ. We will see that this is the case if the bilinear product • defines a Leibniz algebra structure on V , so that they become natural candidates to generalize Lie algebras in Yang-Mills gauge theories. One problem of taking Leibniz algebras as gauge algebras is that the field strengths associated to the gauge fields might not transform covariantly. Then one is compelled to add two-form fields that compensate the discrepancy, but then the associated field strengths are not covariant anymore, and one needs to add a three-form field that compensate the gap, etc. Eventually we recover the construction of the tensor hierarchy that was described in supergravity models [11, 13] . Given the relationship between tensor hierarchies and L ∞ -algebras, higher structures form a natural, if not necessary, feature of Leibniz gauge theories.
This motivates the present paper: to look for canonical ways of defining L ∞ -algebras from Leibniz algebras. It is folklore that any Leibniz algebra V gives rise to a Lie 2-algebra [38] and even a Lie 3-algebra (see Section 2). However, in both cases, when V is a Lie algebra, the respective Lie 2-and Lie 3-algebras are not V itself, which is not mathematically satisfying. Thus, inspired by the results presented in [24, 25] , this paper is devoted to showing that a Leibniz algebra gives rise to a non-positively graded L ∞ -algebra L = (L −i ) i≥0 that has the following properties:
1. at level 0, we have L 0 = V ; 2. the L ∞ -algebra L lifts the skew-symmetric part [ . , . ] of the Leibniz product of V :
and that does not coincide with the rather trivial Lie 2-algebra V ⊕ V Ker { . , . } . We will call such an L ∞ -algebra an (non-trivial) L ∞ -extension of the Leibniz algebra V , and show that this construction is functorial and canonical. We will also use the opportunity of building this functor to provide a more clear and straightforward construction of the differential graded Lie algebra structure equipping the tensor hierarchy, previously presented in [24] . We do not claim that the L ∞ -algebra thus obtained from a Leibniz algebra should be the 'correct' one, that physicists should use in their models. However, we stress that a canonical construction exists, hence justifying that there is room for well-defined Leibniz gauge theories. The plan goes as follows: in Section 2 we set up the problem, introducing the notions of Leibniz algebras and of L ∞ -algebras. We also discuss the functorial strategy that we follow in this paper. More importantly, we introduce the notion of embedding tensors, and their relationship with Leibniz algebras. These are objects that are at the core of gauging procedures in supergravity, and that characterize tensor hierarchies. In Section 3, which contains the main proof of the paper, we provide an explicit construction of the tensor hierarchy that one can associate to any embedding tensor. In Section 4 we discuss the differential graded Lie algebra structure that canonically equips the tensor hierarchy whose construction is presented in Section 3 and, from this, we define the desired functor from the category of Leibniz algebras to the category of L ∞ -algebra algebra.
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Setting up the problem 2.1 Leibniz and L ∞ -algebras
Most of the material in this section are well-known facts about Leibniz algebras [29] and L ∞ -algebras [23] .
A morphism of Leibniz algebras, or Leibniz algebra morphism, between (V, •) and (V ′ , • ′ ) is a linear map f : V → V ′ that commutes with the respective Leibniz products:
The space of Leibniz algebra (endo)morphisms between V and itself is noted End(V ). We call Leib the category of Leibniz algebras, together with Leibniz algebra morphisms.
Let (V, •) be a Leibniz algebra. The Leibniz product • can be split into its skew-symmetric part, denoted [ , ] : ∧ 2 V → V , and its symmetric part, denoted { , } : S 2 (V ) → V :
where
for any x, y ∈ V .
Example 1.
A Lie algebra is a Leibniz algebra whose product is skew-symmetric, i.e. such that { . , . } = 0.
Definition 2.
An ideal of V is a sub-space K of V that satisfies the following condition:
An ideal K of V whose action is trivial, i.e. such that K • V = 0, is called central.
The sub-space I of V generated by elements of the form {x, x} is an ideal called the ideal of squares of V. A direct application of Equation (1) shows that it is central. The set Z of all central elements of V , that is defined by:
is a central ideal of V , and is the biggest such. It is called the center of V . By Equation (23), the center is stable by every derivations of V . In a general Leibniz algebra, the symmetric part of the bracket is not associative nor does the skewsymmetric part of the bracket satisfy the Jacobi identity (otherwise it would be a Lie algebra), but using Equation (6), we have:
for every x, y, z ∈ V . Since the right hand side lies in the ideal of squares I, we deduce that for any ideal K satisfying the following inclusions:
the Leibniz product canonically induces a Lie algebra structure on the quotient V K . The Lie algebra V I is the biggest such, whereas V Z is the smallest. The right hand side of Equation (10) may be seen as a hint of the presence of an L ∞ -algebra structure lifting the skew-symmetric part of the Leibniz product 2 . There are two common ways of defining an L ∞ -algebra. The first is the original due to Schlessinger-Stasheff [37] :
that satisfy a set of generalized Jacobi identities. That is, for homogeneous elements x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ L:
where Un(i, n−i) is the set of (i, n−i)-unshuffles 3 and where ǫ σ is the sign that is induced by the permutation σ on x 1 ∧ . . . ∧ x n 4 . A Lie n-algebra, or n-term L ∞ -algebra, is a L ∞ -algebra that is concentrated in non-positive degrees and bounded below so that L = n−1 i=0 L −i . The second, alternative definition, is for what is called an L ∞ [1]-algebra where [1] denotes a shift in degree. More precisely, for any graded vector space L, the convention states that:
In other words, the functor L → L [1] shifts the degree by −1.Then, one can check that fully skew-symmetric k-brackets l k of degree 2 − k on L become fully symmetric k-brackets m k of degree 1 on L [1] , and that the Jacobi identity (11) is modified accordingly [30] . Hence, there is a one-to-one correspondence between L ∞ -structures on a graded vector space L, and L ∞ [1]-structures on L[1] (hence the notation) [30, 43] .
2 L ∞ -algebras appeared in disguise in gravitational physics as far back as 1982 in work of D'Auria and Fré. In 1987, the formulas of the BRST operator in the construction of Batalin, Fradkin and Vilkovisky for constrained Hamiltonian systems [1, 16, 17] could be recognized as corresponding to an L ∞ -algebra [39, 40, 41] as did the Batalin and Vilkovisky corresponding Lagrangian formulas [2, 3, 4] . In 1989, the L ∞ structure of CSFT (Closed String Field Theory) was first identified as such when Zwiebach fortuitously gave a talk in Chapel Hill at the last GUT (Grand Unification Theory) Workshop [44, 45] . This was the proper 'birth certificate' for L ∞ -structures, which gradually became a part of the 'standard tool kit' in gauge field theory. 3 A permutation σ is called a (i, n − i)-unshuffle if σ(1) < . . . < σ(i) and the other σ(i + 1) < . . . < σ(n). 4 More precisely,
where |x| denotes the degree of the (homogeneous) element x. In full rigor, ǫ σ should carry the data of the elements with respect to which it is defined. [20] distinguish the two descriptions by using b k (. . .) for the original L ∞brackets and, vice-versa, l k (. . .) for the shifted L ∞ [1]-brackets. The resulting change in the signs is covered very explicitly by Lada and Markl [23] . When in doubt as to which convention is being used, just check the degree of the brackets.
Remark 1. Hohm and Zwiebach
We define a morphism of L ∞ -algebras (or L ∞ -morphism) between (L, l k ) and (L ′ , l ′ k ) as a collection (f k ) k≥1 of fully skew-symmetric multilinear applications f k : Λ k L → L of degree k − 1, that commute with the respective brackets:
where Un(i 1 , . . . , i p ) is the set of (i 1 , . . . , i p )-unshuffles. Under the symmetric convention, i.e. for an L ∞ [1]algebra, morphisms are families of fully symmetric multilinear applications of degree 0. We say that a morphism of L ∞ -algebras is strict if it consists only of the unary component f 1 . We denote Lie ∞,≤0 the category of non-positively graded L ∞ -algebras, together with their L ∞ -morphisms. This mathematical background allows us to define the following notion, representing the point of interest of the paper:
] is the skew-symmetric part of the Leibniz product •.
In other words, an L ∞ -extension of a Leibniz algebra V lifts the skew-symmetric part of the Leibniz product to a whole L ∞ -algebra structure on a particular graded vector space. There may be a priori plenty of L ∞ -extensions associated to any Leibniz algebra. However, Item 3 states that if V is a Lie algebra, then every L ∞ -extension of V should be V itself, so it is unique.
Let us review the already existing L ∞ -algebras associated to Leibniz algebras that could fulfill some of the criteria. Sheng and Liu have associated a Lie 2-algebra to any Leibniz algebra V : the graded vector space V ⊕ Z [1] can be equipped with a Lie 2-algebra structure [38] . However, this Lie 2-algebra structure is not very satisfactory because the center of V might not be zero, even in the case where V is a Lie algebra. Hence, Item 3 of Definition 4 would not be fulfilled in that example. Alternatively, there is a possibility of defining a canonical Lie 3-algebra from the data of a Leibniz algebra: Example 2. Any Leibniz algebra V admits the following exact sequence: [1] and L −2 = Ker { . , . } [2], then we can equip L = L 0 ⊕ L −1 ⊕ L −2 with a Lie 3-algebra structure:
is the restriction of the latter to L 0 ⊗ L −2 (18)
all other images of l n being zero, and where symbolizes a circular permutation with respect to x, y, z, t.
Notice that this Lie 3-algebra does not satisfy Item 3 of Definition 4 because the space L −1 is never 0, unless V = 0. One could argue that there is a way of fulfilling all criteria of the definition by truncating the Lie 3-algebra to a Lie 2-algebra, by quotienting S 2 (V ) by Ker({ . , . }) and subsequently restricting the brackets to the quotient space (see [26] for details on truncations of L ∞ -algebras):
, together with the restriction of the brackets of Example 2, forms a Lie 2-algebra that is a L ∞ -extension of V .
Although it satisfies all criteria of Definition 4, this Lie 2-algebra structure is a straightforward reformulation of the data contained in the Leibniz algebra structure of V , and thus may not be very mathematically satisfying. For this reason, we will call the Lie 2-algebra defined in Proposition 1 the trivial L ∞ -extension of V (it is unique). We emphasize nonetheless that this possibility of writing a Leibniz algebra as a Lie 2-algebra implies that a gauge theory involving Leibniz algebras can be fruitfully developed in the language of higher gauge theories.
The aim of the paper is to show that there is a canonical way of defining (non-trivial) L ∞ -extensions of Leibniz algebras, and that this construction is functorial:
There exists a functor F : Leib −→ Lie ∞ ≤0 that satisfies the following three conditions:
2. for every Leibniz algebra V , the L ∞ -algebra F (V ) lifts the skew-symmetric part of •, that is:
F restricts to the identity on the full subcategory of Lie algebras:
F | Lie = id Lie and that does not coincide with the functor V −→ V ⊕ S 2 (V ) Ker { . , . } [1] , which sends a Leibniz algebra to its trivial L ∞ -extension.
We will prove the existence of the desired functor F : Leib → Lie ∞,≤0 using techniques inspired by gauging procedures in supergravity theories. We will proceed as follows: from a Leibniz algebra V , build a canonical differential graded Lie algebra (dgLa), from which we deduce an L ∞ -algebra that lifts the skew-symmetric part of the Leibniz product on V .
Leibniz algebra tensor hierarchy (dgLa) L ∞ -extension G H More precisely, we first define a functor G : Leib −→ DGLie ≤0 (where DGLie ≤0 means the category with objects the non-positively graded differential graded Lie algebras and with dg Lie morphisms) by building a canonical differential graded Lie algebra from a given Leibniz algebra V (by restricting the functor defined on a broader category in Section 3), then to that dg Lie algebra, apply a functor H : DGLie ≤0 −→ Lie ∞,≤0 (in Section 4). The composite F = HG is the desired functor.
Embedding tensors and Lie-Leibniz triples
In order to build the functor G : Leib −→ DGLie ≤0 , we will define a functor G defined on a larger category, of which Leib is a full subcategory:
This subsection is devoted to describe this 'larger category'. Its definition is motivated by gauging procedures in supergravity: in particular the image of the functor G -constructed in Section 3 -consists of the set of tensor hierarchies. Since the content of this paper could be helpful for physicists, we did not want to restrict ourselves to the presentation of the construction of tensor hierarchies associated to Leibniz algebras only. Rather, we will provide an explicit construction of tensor hierarchies in the broader context of gauging procedures in supergravity; the 'larger category' will play this role. To this goal, we need to introduce some additional mathematical material in this subsection. A (left) representation of a (left) Leibniz algebra is the natural generalization of the same notion in the category of Lie algebras to the category of Leibniz algebras:
Definition 5. A representation of a Leibniz algebra V is the data of a vector space E and a morphism of
In particular, since End(E) is a Lie algebra, the linear map ρ satisfies the following identity, for every x, y ∈ V :
Since the right-hand side is fully skew-symmetric, so should be the left-hand side. Then, the ideal of squares I is necessarily in the kernel of the map ρ. This is true for every representation of V .
The space of derivations of V , noted Der(V ), is a Lie subalgebra of End(V ) whose elements satisfy the following condition:
for every f ∈ Der(V ) and x, y ∈ V . If f is a derivation of V , then it is a derivation of the symmetric and the skew-symmetric parts of the Leibniz product. As in the Lie algebra case, one can define an adjoint action on V. Indeed, the Leibniz algebra V is a representation of V through the adjoint map -denoted ad -and defined by:
By the Leibniz identity (6), the map ad lands in Der(V ) and its image ad x | x ∈ V is a Lie subalgebra of Der(V ) called the inner derivations of V , and noted inn(V ). The kernel of this map is the center Z of the Leibniz algebra. Hence, the adjoint map defines a Lie algebra isomorphism between V Z and inn(V ). Usually, in supergravity, the vector space V happens to be a representation of the Lie algebra g of symmetries of the system 5 , that is to say: there is a Lie algebra morphism ρ : g → End(V ). In the situation where this map is onto inn(V ), one sees that the bilinear product • is derived from the map ρ, i.e. for every x ∈ V , there exists a ∈ g such that ρ(a; −) = ad x , so that:
for every y ∈ V . The (non-unique) choice of an assignment of an element a of g for every element x of V such that ρ(a; −) = ad x may give rise to a Leibniz algebra morphism Θ : V → g that lifts the adjoint map ad : V → End(V). In other words, the following diagram is commutative in the category of Leibniz algebras:
Triples (g, V, Θ) making such diagrams commutative are objects of great interest since they allow more flexibility than a mere Leibniz algebra, by introducing another Lie algebra g which is represented in End(V ). These triples play a substantive physical role in supergravity, that is why they deserve their own name (the following definition is taken from [24, 25] ):
3. Θ : V → g is a linear mapping called the embedding tensor, that satisfies two compatibility conditions. The first one is the linear constraint:
x • y = ρ(Θ(x); y) (25) where ρ denotes the action of g on V . The second one is called the quadratic constraint:
where [ . , . ] g is the Lie bracket on g.
The first condition implies that Θ(x) is a pre-image of ad x ∈ inn(V ) through ρ : g → End(V ), i.e. that the map ρ sends Im(Θ) onto inn(V ). The second condition is the requirement that Θ : V → g is a Leibniz algebra morphism. It moreover implies that Im(Θ) is a Lie subalgebra of g, hence the term 'embedding'. This Lie subalgebra Im(Θ) ⊂ g plays the role of the gauge algebra in supergravity theories. For the particular role that this Lie subalgebra plays in this paper, we denote it by h. Throughout this section and the next one, major emphasis will be on the respective roles of g and of h in a general Lie-Leibniz triple, as well as on the relationship between ad and Θ. We will then focus on more specialized Lie-Leibniz triples in Section 4, to define the desired functor G, and thus G.
The quadratic constraint additionally implies two things: that Ker(Θ) is an ideal of V and that I ⊂ Ker(Θ). The linear constraint then implies that this ideal is central. Thus we have the following successive inclusions:
The embedding tensor Θ then induces a Lie algebra isomorphism between V Ker(Θ) and h = Im(Θ). The equality Ker(Θ) = Z is satisfied only when V is a faithful representation of g.
Remark 2.
In gauging procedures in supergravity, physicists define the linear constraint (also called the representation constraint) as the symmetrization of Equation (25), i.e. they only require the following identity to hold:
This emphasizes the role that physicists give to the embedding tensor: it contains information on the ideal of squares I, i.e. the part of the Leibniz algebra that does not appear in classical Yang-Mills gauge theory. The Lie algebra structure on Im(Θ) defined by the quadratic constraint usually contains all the physical relevant information.
Example 3. Let (V, •) be a Leibniz algebra and take g = End(V ). Let Θ = ad be the map that sends any element
Another way of seeing the quadratic constraint (26) is to notice that it implies that Θ is h-equivariant (but not necessarily g-equivariant). More precisely, as a linear map from V to g, the embedding tensor can be seen as an element of a submodule -say Rep(Θ) -of the g-module V * ⊗ g, that is acted upon through the action of g on V * induced by ρ on the one hand, and through the adjoint action of g on itself on the other hand. This defines a map:
For any Lie subalgebra t of the Lie algebra g, we say that
In particular, if t = g, the condition of g-equivariance is equivalent to saying that Rep(Θ) is the trivial representation of g. More generally, in regard of the definition of η, Equation (26) reads:
which means, by Equation (29), that the embedding tensor is h-equivariant. Notice that it is not necessarily g-equivariant, though. The importance of h-equivariance versus g-equivariance in gauging procedures in supergravity, as well as the relationship between the adjoint map and the embedding tensor Θ, justifies the following definition:
We say that a Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ) is semi-strict if the Lie algebra morphism ρ : g → End(V ) defining the g-module structure on V takes values in Der(V ), and we say that it is strict if the embedding tensor Θ is g-equivariant.
The condition of semi-strictness can be reformulated as follows: the Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ) is semistrict if and only if the adjoint action (of V on itself) is g-equivariant, with respect to the g-module structure on V * ⊗ Der(V ). Indeed, the fact that a Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ) is semistrict can be read on the following equation:
for every a ∈ g and x, y ∈ V . Noticing that the adjoint action can be seen as an element ad ∈ V * ⊗ Der(V ), and that the Lie algebra g acts on it through a map ρ, the representation of g on V * ⊗ Der(V ) induced by ρ, Equation (31) translates as: ρ(a; ad) = 0 (32) for every a ∈ g, hence the conclusion.
As the choice of denominations suggests, when a Lie-Leibniz triple is strict, then it is also semi-strict, but the converse statement is true only if ρ is faithful. Indeed, using the linear constraint (25) , one can rewrite Equation (31) 
The left hand-side can be rewritten as ρ η(a; Θ)(x); y , hence the property that (g, V, Θ) is semi-strict is given by the following condition:
Thus, if the Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ) is strict, it is semi-strict, but the converse is not true, for Equation
The semi-strictness and the strictness conditions are equivariance properties satisfied by the adjoint action and its lift, the embedding tensor, respectively. The relationship between these two conditions relies on the relationship between these two maps. The restriction of the representation ρ : g → End(V ) to h = Im(Θ) takes values in inn(V ) and is a surjective Lie algebra morphism that makes the following diagram commute:
Since ρ is by definition g-equivariant with respect to the g-module structure on g * ⊗ End(V ) (this is precisely the condition that V is a g-module), the above diagram indeed shows that the condition that Θ is g-equivariant implies that ad is, but the converse is not true unless ρ h is bijective hence injective, i.e. unless V is faithful. 
The first equation is the linear constraint, whereas the second equation is the quadratic constraint when a ∈ Im(Θ), turning the triple (g, V, Θ) into a semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triple. Moreover, Equation (36) implies that Θ is g-equivariant, hence the Lie-Leibniz triple is strict.
The importance of (semi)-strictness will be useful to define the functor G : Leib → DGLie ≤0 in Section 4.1. We now need to introduce the correct notion for morphisms of Lie-Leibniz triples; it is necessary in order to set up a more categorical point of view: Definition 8. A morphism between two Lie-Leibniz triples (g, V, Θ) and (g ′ , V ′ , Θ ′ ) is a pair (ϕ, χ) consisting of a Lie algebra morphism ϕ : g → g ′ and a Leibniz algebra morphism χ : V → V ′ , satisfying the following compatibility conditions:
ρ ′ ϕ(a); χ(x) = χ ρ(a; x) (38) for every a ∈ g, x ∈ V , where ρ (resp. ρ ′ ) denotes the action of g (resp. g ′ ) on V (resp. V ′ ). That is to say, the following prism is commutative:
We say that (ϕ, χ) is an isomorphism of Lie-Leibniz triples when both ϕ and χ are isomorphisms in their respective categories.
Example 7. Let (V, •) be a Leibniz algebra, then any Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ) whose embedding tensor generates the Leibniz product • as given in Equation (25), induces a canonical Lie-Leibniz triple morphism
This notion of morphisms allows us to define several categories: let Lie-Leib be the category of Lie-Leibniz triples with their associated morphisms. The semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triples form a full subcategory, denoted semLie-Leib. Let (V, •) be a Leibniz algebra, then the set of Lie-Leibniz triples (g, V, Θ) whose embedding tensors generate the Leibniz product • as given in Equation (25) 
The tensor hierarchy associated to a Lie-Leibniz triple
In this section, we would like to associate a differential graded Lie algebra to every Lie-Leibniz triple. The definition of the functor G will be based on this assignment. More precisely, given a Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ), we will prove that one can canonically associate to it a chain complex
, and that has several properties that turns out to be those defining a tensor hierarchy in supergravity models. We will construct the chain complex (T, ∂) as part of a larger structure including the free graded skew-symmetric algebra Λ(T ). First let us recall that for a graded vector space U, Λ(U) denotes the free graded skew-commutative algebra generated by U. That is, the algebra spanned by elements u 1 ∧ u 2 ∧ · · · ∧ u n . With degree u denoted |u|, we have
The structure that is at the core of the construction is the following three columns wide bi-graded vector space:
This structure can be extended further on the right, and as such it is bi-graded. The bi-grading (c, r) refers to the column Λ c and the row beginning T r in the first column. In particular, Λ c (T −1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ T −k ) r means that we select out the subspace of degree r from Λ c (T −1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ T −k ). The relevant total degree is the difference c + r where c = polynomial degree and r = internal degree (which is negative). Moreover, we will see below that the triangles are not commutative, except the one in the top left corner. The construction of the chain complex (T, ∂) applies to every Lie-Leibniz triple. We will present it in its full generality because it straighforwardly applies to gauging procedures in supergravity and, when legitimate, we will discuss what happens when one restricts so semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triples. This construction of the tensor hierarchy has been widely inspired by the physics literature [11, 13, ?, 42] . The properties of the maps defined in the following theorem reflects the choice of sticking at the closest of physicists' conventions. 
where Θ is understood to vanish when applied to elements of degree strictly lower than −1, 6. the map q defines an exact sequence, for every k ≥ 2:
where here, • denotes the composition of maps.
Several remarks have to be applied: first, one can restrict the maps m and q to Λ 2 (T ) −k to maps m −k+1 :
The choice of this convention is that the triangle
only involves maps that are labelled by the same index. Second, we set, for every k ≥ 1, the following convention:
Then, let ∂ (−k+1) be the restriction of ∂ to T (−k) . This map can be straightforwardly extended to a differential on Λ(T (−k) ), denoted ∂ (−k+1) as well. Second, Also, let us denote by m (−k+1) (resp. q (−k+1) ) the restriction of m (resp. q) to Λ 2 (T (−k) ). These maps can be extended straightforwardly to Λ(T (−k) ). These definitions allow us to rewrite items 6. and 7. as follows: for every k ≥ 3, we have the following exact sequence:
and Equation (40) can be rewritten, for every k ≥ 1, as:
where q 0 and ∂ 0 are understood to be the zero maps. The null-homotopy property of the map m is actually an obstruction to the fact that Λ(T ) being a bicomplex, since (∂ + q) 2 = 0. Let us now turn to the proof of Theorem 2. Let (g, V, Θ) be a Lie-Leibniz triple, and let h = Im(Θ) ⊂ g. We proceed by induction.
First step
Begin with T −1 = V [1] . Then, the symmetric part of the Leibniz product { , } : S 2 (V ) → V corresponds to a degree 1 map from Λ 2 (T −1 ) to T −1 . Due to the fact that ρ(h) takes values in Der(V ), we have the following identity:
for every x, y, z ∈ V . That is to say: the symmetric bracket is h-equivariant (but not necessarily g-equivariant). This implies that Ker { . , . } ⊂ S 2 (V ) is a h-module. It is not necessarily a g-module, however, since we have, from the definition of η : g → End Rep(Θ) :
for every a ∈ g and x ∈ V . Hence, a sufficient condition for the symmetric bracket to be g-equivariant, is that (g, V, Θ) is semi-strict. Even if Ker { . , . } is not necessarily a g-module, it admits (possibly trivial) g-submodules, and among them one is biggest, that we denote by K. Let T −2 denote the quotient S 2 (V ) K shifted by a degree −2:
This is a g-module, inheriting this structure from the canonical quotient map p : S 2 (V ) → S 2 (V ) K . Let q −1 be twice the quotient map, i.e. q −1 = 2 p, and let us set m −1 = 2 {. , .} : Λ 2 (T −1 ) → T −1 8 . Then the map m −1 factors through T −2 :
We consider that T −2 has degree −2, which is also the case for Λ 2 (T −1 ); this means that q −1 is a degree 0 map. The map ∂ −1 is the unique h-equivariant linear map respecting the quotient. In particular, it is surjective on the ideal of squares I. Both m −1 and ∂ −1 are degree 1 maps. The second step generalizes easily to the inductive step. They are identical for the general case and the semi-strict case.
Second step
We begin by extending m −1 to m −1 :
Include T −2 into T −1 ⊕ T −2 , then lift q −1 to a degree 0 map q −1 :
Similarly, include T −2 into T −1 ⊕ T −2 and extend ∂ −1 as a derivation. We now have:
In order to define ∂ −2 : T −3 → T −2 , we first define m −2 : Λ 2 (T −1 ⊕ T −2 ) −3 → T −2 to be the unique degree 1 map that renders the following diagram commutative:
By construction, the map m −2 is h-equivariant since Θ and ρ −2 are. The existence of a well-defined map ∂ −2 : T −3 → T −2 satisfying ∂ −1 • ∂ −2 = 0 depends on two lemmas.
Lemma 1.
The following diagram is commutative:
that is, we have the following identity:
Proof. Let a, b, c ∈ T −1 , then:
thus proving the Lemma.
Lemma 2.
That is, we have the following identity:
We passed from the second line to the third one by noticing that I = Im(∂ −1 ) is an ideal that acts trivially on V .
To construct ∂ −2 , define a degree 1 map j −2 :
This map is h-equivariant since both m −2 , q −1 and ∂ −1 are. Proposition 2. The map j −2 factors through T −2 , i.e. there exists a unique (degree 1) map
such that the following triangle is commutative:
Then one would define ∂ −2 (x) = j −2 (y) if guaranteed that any other choice of pre-image of x does not change the result, i.e. j −2 (w) = 0 for the difference w = y − z for any other pre-image z of x. Since q −2 (w) = 0, and since q −1 Λ 3 (T −1 ) = Ker(q −2 ), there exists α ∈ Λ 3 (T −1 ) such that q −1 (α) = w. Then, by Lemma 1, we obtain that:
But, from the first step, we know that m −1 = ∂ −1 • q −1 , hence:
which is nothing but j −2 (w) = 0.
Moreover, the map ∂ −2 is h-equivariant since j −2 and q −2 are, and since q −2 is moreover surjective. Now, we have to prove that ∂ −2 extends the complex T −2
Proposition 3. The new map ∂ −2 : T −3 → T −2 satisfies the following identity:
Proof. Let x ∈ T −3 , then by surjectivity of q −2 , there exists y ∈ Λ 2 (T −1 ⊕ T −2 ) −3 such that q −2 (y) = x. Then, by Proposition 2 and Lemma 2:
because we saw at the first step that m −1 = ∂ −1 • q −1 .
Inductive step:
Assume that the chain complex is constructed up to order i, i.e. the graded space
where ∂ (−i) , m (−i) , q (−i) are three maps of respective degree +1, +1 and 0:
that can be extended to Λ • (T (−i) ) (and even to Λ • (T (−i−1) ) for ∂ (−i) ) as:
where Un(2, p−2) are the (2, p−2)-unshuffles, and where ǫ σ is the product of the Koszul sign of the permutation σ with its signature, that is:
. So for example, for p = 2 and σ = (1 2), we have ǫ (1 2) = −(−1) |x 1 ||x 2 | . More generally, for every 1 ≤ k ≤ i, the maps ∂ (−k) , m (−k) and q (−k) are defined as above.
In the induction process, we moreover assume that the maps ∂ (−i) , m (−i) and q (−i) should also satisfy additional constraints:
2. for every homogeneous elements a, b ∈ T (−i) , m (−i) (a, b) = ρ |b| Θ(a); b − (−1) |a||b| ρ |a| Θ(b); a , where Θ is understood to vanish when applied to elements of degree strictly lower than −1, 3. the map ∂ (−i) defines a chain complex that we note (T (−i−1) , ∂ (−i) ):
4. for every 2 ≤ k ≤ i, we have an exact sequence:
where q 0 and ∂ 0 are understood to be the zero maps.
One can check that these assumptions are indeed satisfied in the second step. For the inductive step, we seek to define the following data: (T −i−2 , ∂ −i−1 , q −i−1 , m −i−1 ) such that the resulting maps ∂ (−i−1) , m (−i−1) and q (−i−1) would satisfy all items above. We will mostly repeat the arguments presented in the second step. By the induction hypothesis, the vector space T −i−1 is a g-module (whose structure is actually induced by the quotient map q −i : Λ 2 (T (−i) ) −i−1 → T −i−1 ). Let ρ −i−1 : g ⊗ T −i−1 → T −i−1 be the map representing the action of g on T −i−1 . It can be lifted to a degree +1 map m −i−1 :
This implies that Item 2 of the induction hypothesis is satisfied at level −i − 1. One can extend the map
) by using Equation (64) . Moreover, the map m −i−1 is h-equivariant since Θ and ρ −i−1 are.
Let us define T −i−2 to be the quotient
is defined as the quotient map; this implies that Item 4 of the induction hypothesis is satisfied at level −i − 1.
One can then extend the map q (−i) to a degree 0 map q
), by using Equation (65). T −i−2 inherits a g-module structure as a quotient of two g-module, and the map q −i−1 is consequently g-invariant.
The existence and uniqueness of a well-defined map
satisfying ∂ −i • ∂ −i−1 = 0 is proved as follows: Define a degree 1 map
as the sum:
and extend it to all of Λ • (T (−i−1) ) using Equations (63), (64), (65):
Notice that this map is h-equivariant since m −i−1 , q −i and ∂ (−i) are (by induction hypothesis). 
Proof. Let x ∈ T −i−2 . By surjectivity of q −i−1 , there exists y ∈ Λ 2 (T (−i−1) ) −i−2 such that x = q −i−1 (y). Then one would define
if guaranteed that any other choice of pre-image of x does not change the result, i.e. that j −i−1 (w) = 0 for any w ∈ Ker(q −i−1 ). This is the subject of the following lemma:
The following identity holds:
That is: the following diagram is commutative:
If a, b, and c have degree lower than −1, then (45) is trivially satisfied (because m (−i) and m −i−1 vanish on both sides). Then, one can assume that one element is in T −1 = V , say a, which is then of degree −1. In particular |b| + |c| = −i − 1. We will further assume that Θ = 0 on any element whose degree is lower than -1. Since q (−i) is defined using formula (64), we have on the left hand side of Equation (45) q
as desired (where we used the fact that q −i is g-equivariant, then in particular: h-equivariant).
Now, coming back to the proof of Proposition 4, let w ∈ Ker(q −i−1 ). By construction of q −i−1 , we have the equality Ker(q −i−1 ) = q (−i) Λ 3 (T (−i) ) −i−2 . Then there exists α ∈ Λ 3 (T (−i) ) −i−2 such that q (−i) (α) = w. By Lemma 1, we have:
But by the induction hypothesis:
, we obtain that:
where we used the fact that q (−i) • q −i+1 = 0 which is a consequence of Item 4 of the induction hypothesis. Hence the result: j −i−1 (w) = 0, proving Proposition 4.
This result shows in particular that the map m −i−1 is null-homotopic and satisfies the desired equation, that is: we have proved that Item 5 of the induction hypothesis is satisfied at level −i − 1. Moreover, since j −i−1 and q −i−1 are h-equivariant, and since q −i−1 is moreover surjective, it is a straightforward computation to show that ∂ −i−1 is also h-equivariant. This, together with the g-invariance of q −i−1 , implies that Item 1 of the induction hypothesis is satisfied at level −i − 1. We now have to prove that Item 3 is also satisfied at level −i − 1 to finish the proof of the inductive step: Proposition 5. The new map ∂ −i−1 extends the chain complex (T (i−1) , ∂ (i) ) one step further, i.e.
Then we would like to show that
which can be proved by using the following:
If neither a nor b belong to T −1 , then m −i−1 (a ∧ b) = 0 and m −i ∂ |a|+1 (a) ∧ b + (−1) |a| a ∧ ∂ |b|+1 (b) = 0, So that commutativity of the diagram is trivially satisfied. So we can assume that at least a ∈ T −1 . In that case |b| = −i − 1 < −1. As usual we assume that Θ vanish on elements of degree lower than −1.
as desired. Notice that we used the h-invariance of ∂ −i .
Going back to the proof of Proposition 5, we have:
where we used Lemma 4 and Item 5 of the induction hypothesis at level −i.
Thus, Theorem 2 assigns what is called a tensor hierarchy to every Lie-Leibniz triple. Notice that although this construction seems to assign a particular role to g at every step, there is actually no such dependence in the construction after the second step. This is seen for example in the definition of the map m −i : it actually only depends on the gauge algebra h = Im(Θ). We could have restricted ourselves to Lie-Leibniz triples of the form (Im(Θ), V, Θ) but this would have proved useless for physicists, who emphasize the importance of g as the Lie algebra of symmetries.
Two classes of examples benefit from this fact. First, every semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triple modeled over the same Leibniz algebra V define identical tensor hierarchies. Indeed, Equation (43) implies that two such Lie-Leibniz triples have identical spaces at level −2 and, by induction, at every other level. The maps ∂, m and q also coincide because they do not involve the action of g in their definition, but only h. However, two semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triples modeled over the same Leibniz algebra do not give rise to the same tensor hierarchy, because the g-module structures on some of the T −i may obviously differ. Second, in the particular case where V is a Lie algebra, then K = Ker { . , . } = S 2 (V ) so that T −2 = 0 and, by induction, T −i = 0 for every i ≥ 3, whatever the choice of Lie algebra g.
From Leibniz to DGLie to L ∞ -algebras
In this section we construct the functors G : Leib → DGLie ≤0 and H : DGLie ≤0 → Lie ∞,≤0 . To define the functor G, we will provide a variant G : semLie-Leib → DGLie ≤0 , associating a differential graded Lie algebra to any semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triple in a functorial way. Then, G will be obtained by restricting G to the full subcaterory of Lie-Leibniz triples of the form (inn(V ), V, ad). Then we define the functor H : DGLie ≤0 → Lie ∞,≤0 by using a result by Getzler [18] , as a particular case of a more general theorem of Fiorenza and Manetti [15] . Section 4.1 has been widely inspired by [19] , whereas Section 4.2 more or less already appeared in [25] and is only mentioned here to make the present paper self-contained.
Constructing the dg Lie structure
In Section 3, given a Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ), we have constructed a chain complex:
of possible infinite length. In the following section, as a convention we set T ≤−i = T −i ⊕ T −i−1 ⊕ . . . so that the underlying graded vector space of the above chain complex is noted T ≤−1 . Similarly we set ∂ ≤−1 to be the unique map that restricts to ∂ −i on T −i−1 . In particular, the couple (T, ∂) of Section 3 becomes (T ≤−1 , ∂ ≤−1 ) in the present subsection. As a first naive attempt, one could try to equip T ≤−1 with a differential graded Lie algebra structure. The natural candidate for the Lie bracket on T ≤−1 would be the map q : ∧ 2 (T ≤−1 ) → T ≤−1 because it is of degree 0 and that q 2 = 0 by Item 6 of Theorem 2. However, this would not suffice, since for two elements x, y ∈ T −1 = V [1], we have on the one side q(∂ ≤−1 (x), y) + q(x, ∂ ≤−1 (y)) = 0 because ∂ ≤−1 is not defined beyond T −1 , and on the other side ∂ ≤−1 (q(x, y)) = 2{x, y} which a priori does not identically vanish for a general Leibniz algebra. In that case the Leibniz rule is not satisfied on T −1 ∧ T −1 , and thus q would not define a (graded) Lie bracket on T ≤−1 that would be compatible with ∂ ≤−1 .
This discrepancy imposes that we extend the chain complex (T ≤−1 , ∂ ≤−1 ) one step further on the right:
and that we extend the bracket and the differential in a way that make them compatible. A natural candidate for ∂ 0 is the embedding tensor Θ, and there are two possible choices for T 0 : either it is h or g. The choice does not lead to any modification in the L ∞ -algebra structure built in Section 4.2, since the extension of the chain complex defined in the present section is only introduced for mathematical consistency 9 . However, from the physicists' point of view, this differential graded Lie algebra structure might contain some relevant information, that is not yet well understood and that is currently under investigation, see e.g. [6] . Hence we will discuss and emphasize the possible differences that the choice of T 0 implies. To begin, let us consider the first case: that of the Lie subalgebra h as T 0 . This choice can always be made. For further convenience, we set T = h ⊕ T ≤−1 . Additionally, let ∂ be the map that extends the differential ∂ ≤−1 one step further, i.e ∂ = Θ + ∂ ≤−1 . Let q : Λ 2 (T )| ≤−2 → T be the unique bilinear map that restricts to q −i+1 on Λ 2 (T )| −i , for i ≥ 2. Recall that ρ −i : g ⊗ T −i → T −i is the map representing the action of g on T −i , for i ≥ 1. For i = 0, ρ 0 : g ⊗ T 0 → T 0 is the adjoint action in g. We now define a skew-symmetric bracket . , . on T by:
Here |b| is the degree of b. In particular, for a, b ∈ T 0 = h, a, b = [a, b] h is the Lie bracket on h, inherited from the Lie algebra structure on g.
Proposition 6. The data T, . , . , ∂ form a differential graded Lie algebra.
2.
If a ∈ T 0 and b ∈ T −1 , then, recalling that ∂(a) = 0, Equation (78) becomes:
which is nothing but the h-equivariance of ∂.
3. If a, b ∈ T ≤−1 , then we have again several subcases: 3.a. If a, b ∈ T −1 , recalling that ∂ 0 = Θ, Equation (78) becomes:
This equation is nothing but
If a ∈ T −1 and b ∈ T ≤−2 , we have:
This equation can be rewritten as:
which, given the definition of m |b| , is nothing but the identity
3.c. If a, b ∈ T ≤−2 , setting −i = |a| + |b| + 1, then we have:
which could be rewritten as:
Hence the three subcases of item 3., gathered together, are equivalent to the set of identities
; the Leibniz rule is satisfied on T .
The second case would be that T 0 = g. A quick computation then shows that the Leibniz rule is satisfied at the (necessary!) condition that all maps ∂ −i belong to the same representation as Θ does, that is: ∂ −i ∈ Rep(Θ). This criteria is usually met in supergravity [42] . One can then extend the chain complex (T ≤−1 , ∂) further on the right:
where ∂ 0 = Θ and ∂ 1 : g → Rep(Θ) would be defined as ∂ 1 (a) = −η(a; Θ). The suspension points on the right symbolize possible spaces of higher degrees. Physicists justify their presence by noticing that the bracket of two elements η(a; Θ) and η(b; Θ) (for a, b ∈ g) should not necessarily vanish, see e.g. [6] . The graded Lie algebra structure equipping this chain complex is not established yet. As a particular case, when the Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ) is strict, i.e. when Θ is g-equivariant or, equivalenty, that Rep(Θ) = R is the trivial representation of g, then every map ∂ −i is also g-equivariant. This implies that the chain complex stops at level 1:
It can be equipped with a graded Lie algebra structure:
Where Θ is seen as a generator of the trivial representation. This graded Lie algebra structure on R[−1] ⊕ g ⊕ T ≤−1 is equivalent to a dgLa structure on g ⊕ T ≤−1 .
Remark 4. Let (g, V, Θ) be a Lie-Leibniz triple such that the Leibniz algebra V is a Lie algebra. Then, the tensor hierarchy associated to V is equal to V [1] since T −2 = 0 and, by induction T −i = 0 for every i ≥ 3.
The differential graded Lie algebra structure defined in Proposition 6 defines a differential crossed module:
When, moreover, the Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ) is strict, i.e. when it defines a differential crossed module (see Example 36) , then the (differential) graded Lie algebra structure defined by Equations (85)-(88) is precisely this differential crossed module. This emphasizes that the choice of setting T 0 = g has certainly some deeper meaning that needs more investigations.
For now, we have proved that any tensor hierarchy of the form (T ≤−1 , ∂ ≤−1 ) -and thus any Lie-Leibniz triple -canonically induces a differential graded algebra structure on the extend comples (T, ∂). Let us prove that this assignement is fonctorial on semLie-Leib, i.e. that a morphism of semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triples induces a dgLa morphism between their associated differential graded Lie algebras defined in Proposition 6. Thus, in the following, we assume that all Lie-Leibniz triples are semi-strict, so that we work in the category semLie-Leib. Proposition 7. Let (g, V, Θ) (resp. (g ′ , V ′ , Θ ′ )) be a semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triple, and let (T, . , . , ∂) (resp. (T ′ , . , . ′ , ∂ ′ )) be its canonically associated differential graded Lie algebra by Proposition 6. Then any morphism of Lie-Leibniz triples (ϕ, χ) : (g, V, Θ) → (g ′ , V ′ , Θ ′ ) canonically induces a morphism of differential graded Lie algebras φ : (T, . , . , ∂) → (T ′ , . , . ′ , ∂ ′ ) whose restrictions to T 0 = h and T −1 = V [1] satisfy:
is semi-strict, we know by Equation (43) that Ker {., .} (resp. Ker {., .} ′ ) is a representation of g (resp. g ′ ), and then, that 
Hence it induces a well-defined map τ : T −2 → T ′ −2 that renders the following prism commutative:
The proof is made by induction. Let us introduce some notation: let T (−i) be the direct sum T 0 ⊕ . . . T −i , the same convention applying to T ′ (notice the difference with the convention chosen in Section 3). We denote
. More generally in the proof, φ −i will denote a degree 0 linear map from T −i to T ′ −i , and φ (−i) will denote a degree 0 linear map from T (−i) to T ′ (−i) , that can be extended to Λ • (T ) as a morphism of graded algebras.
First step: By definition of ϕ, χ and τ , we have the following compatibilities:
for every a, b ∈ T (−2) such that |a| + |b| ≥ −2.
Second step: Let us construct φ −3 : T −3 → T ′ −3 such that the two following equations are satisfied:
for every a, b ∈ T (−2) such that |a|+|b| ≥ −3. We need to show only that the following diagram is commutative:
But this is just a consequence of the fact that χ • χ passes to the quotient:
Hence, φ (−2) Im(q (−1) ) ⊂ Im(q ′ (−1) ), so that the map φ (−2) passes to the quotient and canonically defines a map φ −3 : T −3 → T ′ −3 , such that the following diagram is commutative:
Thus, in this subsection, we have constructed a functor:
which canonically sends each semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triple to a differential graded Lie algebra by Proposition 6, and each morphism to the dgLa morphism defined in Proposition 7. Let us now show that the restriction of the functor G to the full subcategory of Lie-Leibniz triples of the form (inn(V ), V, ad) induces a functor from Leib to DGLie ≤0 . Since the Lie-Leibniz triples of the form (inn(V ), V, ad) are in one-to-one correspondence with Leibniz algebras V , one only needs to show that morphisms of such Lie-Leibniz triples are in oneto-one correspondence with morphisms of Leibniz algebras. A morphism between two Lie-Leibniz triples (inn(V ), V, ad) and inn(V ′ ), V ′ , ad ′ is a couple (ϕ, χ), such that:
for every x ∈ V . Since the embedding tensor ad : x → ad x is surjective on inn(V ) then the Lie algebra morphism ϕ is uniquely defined by Equation (101), and hence, by the morphism of Leibniz algebras χ. Thus, the category of Lie-Leibniz triples of the form (inn(V ), V, ad) is a full subcategory of semLie-Leib. These Lie-Leibniz triples are in one to one correspondence with Leibniz algebras, and the morphisms between such triples are in one to one correspondence with morphisms of their underlying Leibniz algebras. This implies that the restriction of the functor G to this subcategory is well defined, and induces a functor
On to L ∞
In this subsection we use a theorem of Getzler [18] , which is a particular case of a theorem of Fiorenza and Manetti [15] , to show how any non-positively graded differential graded Lie algebra T canonically gives rise to a L ∞ -algebra structure on L := T ≤−1 [−1] 10 . Moreover, we will also show that any morphism of differential graded Lie algebras is transported through this construction to a morphism between the corresponding L ∞algebras, hence defining a functor H : DGLie ≤0 → Lie ∞,≤0 . Eventually, we will show that the composition H • G : semLie-Leib to Lie ∞,≤0 , when restricted to the full subcategory of Lie-Leibniz triples of the form (inn(V ), V, ad), induces the desired functor F : Leib → Lie ∞,≤0 , defining (non-trivial) L ∞ -extensions of Leibniz algebras as defined in Theorem 1.
The construction of the functor H : DGLie ≤0 → Lie ∞,≤0 follows from the results presented in [25] . This needs a bit of gymnastics juggling with the gradings. Let (T, . , . , ∂) be a differential graded Lie algebra whose grading is concentrated in non-positive integers, then we set
. If a is an element of T |a| we note a the corresponding element of L |a|+1 = T |a| [−1], so that |a| = |a| + 1. Then, Getzler's theorem states that the differential graded Lie algebra (T, . , . , ∂) gives rise to the following L ∞ -algebra structure on L [18, 15, 25]:
1. the 1-bracket is l 1 ≡ −∂ on L ≤−1 and 0 on L 0 = V ; 2. the 2-bracket is defined by
where D : T → T is the operator that is equal to ∂ 0 = Θ on T −1 , and 0 in any other degree;
3. the k-bracket for k ≥ 3 is given by
(k−1)! , with B k−1 being the (k − 1)-th Bernoulli number and the sign χ σ a 1 ,...,a k is the Koszul sign of the permutation σ with respect to the degree in T , that is:
a,b = (−1) |a||b| . Since B 3 = B 5 = · · · = 0 there is no k-bracket for k even and greater than 3.
Total skew-symmetry of the brackets l k is a direct consequence of the shifting between T and L, and the (graded) skew-symmetry properties of the Lie bracket . , . on T . Moreover, since this bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity, the family of brackets (l k ) k≥1 satisfy the higher Jacobi identities (11) on L. Now, let T and T ′ two non-positively graded differential graded Lie algebras, and let φ : T → T ′ be a morphism of differential graded Lie algebras. Let L and L ′ be the non-positively graded L ∞ -algebras defined above, and that are asssociated to T and T ′ , respectively. The dgLa morphism φ defines a degree 0 linear map from L to L ′ that we still denote φ. Let us show that this defines a (strict) morphism of L ∞ -algebras. Let a 1 , . . . , a k be elements of L, then the computation is straightforward: 
where . , . T (resp. . , . T ′ ) is the graded Lie bracket on T (resp. T ′ ). Hence, φ is indeed a (strict) morphism of L ∞ -algebras. This proves that the functor H : DGLie ≤0 → Lie ∞,≤0 is well defined. Now, one can check that such a functor, when applied to the differential graded Lie algebra associated to a (semi-strict) Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ) through Proposition 6, defines an L ∞ -extension of V . First, L 0 = V , so that the first item of Definition 4 is satisfied. Second, one can check that the 2-bracket, restricted to L 0 = V , coincides with the skew-symmetric part [ . , . ] of the Leibniz product. Indeed, for any two elements a, b ∈ T −1 = V [1] , the elements a, b ∈ L 0 = V and:
Finally, when V is a Lie algebra, Ker { . , . } = S 2 (V ) and the quotient map is the zero map. Then, in the construction of the tensor hierarchy, T −2 = 0 and, by induction, all the other spaces T −i = 0 for i ≥ 2. This implies, in turn, that L = V . This proves the claim. Thus, we have proved that the composition of the functor G : semLie-Leib → DGLie ≤0 with the functor H : DGLie ≤0 → Lie ∞,≤0 defines a functor from semLie-Leib to Lie ∞,≤0 . Restricting this functor to the full subcategory of Lie-Leibniz triples of the form (inn(V ), V, ad) induces a functor F : Leib → Lie ∞,≤0 , that sends any Leibniz algebra V to a L ∞ -extension of V . Remark 6. Notice that the functor H • G, when applied to a semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triple (g, V, Θ), gives a L ∞ -extension of V that does not depend on the choice of g or Θ. This can be explained by the fact that the brackets of the L ∞ -algebra are zero except for those involving elements of V , and in such a case they only depend on the adjoint action, since D(x), − = ad x for every x ∈ V , and since every space L −k = T −k−1 [−1] is a quotient of a tensor power of V . Hence, two semi-strict Lie-Leibniz triples modeled over the same Leibniz algebra V define the same L ∞ -extension of V . This fact is postponed to later investigations.
We now just have to prove that the functor F does not coincide with the functor V −→ V ⊕ S 2 (V ) Ker { . , . } [1 to prove Theorem 1. Let V = a, b, c be a nilpotent Leibniz algebra generated by one element a. That is to say, we define a formal bilinear product • : V ⊗ V → V on the generators as: The symmetric algebra S 2 (V ) is 6-dimensional, and the kernel of the symmetric bracket is 4-dimensional and generated by the following elements:
Thus, the begining of the tensor hierarchy is given by T −1 = V [1] and T −2 = a ⊙ a, a ⊙ b [2] .
In order to show that the functor F : Leib → Lie ∞,≤0 does not coincide with the functor V −→ V ⊕ S 2 (V ) Ker { . , . } [1], we have to show that the third space T −3 is not zero. Recall that if one refers to the construction described in Section 3, the space T −3 is the cokernel of the map q −1 : Λ 3 (T −1 ) → T −2 ⊗ T −1 . On the one hand, the space T −2 ⊗ T −1 is isomorphic to I ⊗ V , so it is of dimension 6, and on the other hand, the symmetric space S 3 (V ) is of dimension 10 because V is 3-dimensional. Thus, in order to show that T −3 is not zero, it is sufficient to show that q −1 is not surjective or, equivalently, that its kernel has a dimension bigger than or equal to 5. But this is precisely the case because, among all generators of S 3 (V ), q −1 vanishes on the following list:
This proves that T −3 is 1-dimensional, and thus that the L ∞ -extension defined by the functor F is non-trivial, hence proving Theorem 1.
Roytenberg in his thesis [36] pointed out that their formula agreed with Dorfman's. He also showed that this bracket can be expressed as the derived bracket (introduced in [21] ) of the bracket of a differential graded Lie algebra. The first author to notice that Leibniz algebras could be a crucial element in gauging procedures in supergravity was Strobl [22, 26] .
To the best of our knowledge, the name tensor hierarchy is due to De Wit and Sambleten [12] , whereas embedding tensor appeared earlier; at least in 2000 [31] . Then, it was indeed understood in the classic sense: Θ AB ... Clearly, at that point, 'tensor' was used as Ricci, Levi-Civita and Einstein would have used the word -a symbol with indices, denoting in fact a tensor field. In 1923, Rainich [34] wrote:
As to the method of the study it seemed to me better to avoid, as far as possible, the introduction of things which have no intrinsic meaning, such as coordinates, the g's, the three-indices symbols,... Rainich tried again in 1950 'to introduce the idea of the tensor itself and to consider the components as something secondary.' [35] The corresponding coordinate-free embedding tensor appeared in [22] .
Tensor hierarchies appeared in de Wit & Samtleben [12] . The setting is that of nonlinear sigma models that appear in maximal supergravity and the symmetries of the relevant Lagrangians. The fields are "tensors", sections of various tensor bundles (expressed as symbols with indices), all being associated to the same principal G-bundle P , though the associated tensor bundles are often with respect to different representations of G. The gauge group is a subgroup H of G.
The usual expression for a field strength is not covariant so is modified to transform covariantly, but then the gauge transformations need a 'higher ' (rank) tensor to 'close' properly. As a result, the field strength must be modified again and the cycle repeats, leading to a hierarchy of tensor fields (often p-forms) of increasing rank.
